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Marble Breach A, Matte, 3200x1600x12mm
Dramatically monochromatic, Marble Breach is a formulation of intense visceral veins 
which create a stark contrast to the pure expanse of its white base. The slab explores a 
dynamic colour dichotomy to excite the senses and create divergent emotions of luxury 
and mysticism. The veining through Marble Breach also possesses a deep authenticity as 
their arterial-like design seemingly displays three dimensional properties. And, to further 
explore the authenticity and richness of marble, the veins are intricately outlined in soft 
pencil-like shading adding depth and dimension to the veining. Marble Breach is the 
essence of preciousness allowing you to breathe and endow the idea of classicism into 
your designs. The use of Marble Breach in a contemporary monochrome kitchen would 
be spectacular or, pair this with soft pink or green tones to balance out the intensity of the 
slab. 

Marble Breach A is available in a matte finish and in slabs of 3200mm x 1600mm x 12mm. 
Marble Breach is also available in a B version which is a mirror image flipped version of 
the A, allowing you to book-match the marble veining when using this slab in large 
spaces. Archant Porcelain is a large-format porcelain stoneware range, manufactured by 
Florim, Italy. Durable, versatile and featuring trending colours and designs, Archant 
Porcelain is the ultimate decorative surface. This range offers complete design freedom 
as it can be used extensively throughout the kitchen, bathroom and even outdoors for 
maximum aesthetic impact in your home. 

Learn more about the Archant Porcelain Range here.

Specification Notes

Archant Porcelain products are the result of the most advanced production technologies 
combined with constant aesthetic research by Florim. With more than 50 years of 
experience, Florim has produced a truly advanced surface; only possible through 
combining Italian design and production with intense research and innovation to 
‘anticipate the design needs of tomorrow’. These porcelain stoneware slabs will meet the 
widest variety of design needs and characterize the environments with a well-defined 
personality.

Specifications

Surface Finish Matte Surface Overall Thickness (mm) 12

Surface Style Marble Surface Overall Length (mm) 3,200

Family Signature Series Surface Overall Width (mm) 1,600

Surface Material Porcelain Surface Weight 152kg

https://archant.co.nz/florimstone
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